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MR RICK ALDOUS - ARANEL, UK 

 

 

I would firstly like to thank the COS Club for the invitation to judge your show and 

all the exhibitors for entering. I thoroughly enjoyed the experience as always judging 

in the US with so many beautiful dogs presented.  The entry had great depth of quality  

and lovely breed type through all ages. Consistency was in abundance and  

breeders/exhibitors should be commended for this. 

The only consistent issue I noticed was several wrong bites even in older exhibits and  

high tail carriage was noticeable. Other than this I was spoiled for choice and only wish  

I could have awarded top honours to half a dozen in both sexes.  

Congratulations all. 

 

RICK ALDOUS 
 

DOGS 
 

JUNIOR PUPPY DOG (6) 

 

1) JAYBA MR. MISTER (Lander/Lander) 

Blenheim youngster with an appealing moderate head, well set ears and kind eyes with  

good pigment and teeth. Well angulated front and rear with good neck and short coupled 

back. A small neat and balanced outline and as such moved very well holding his head up, 

level topline. 

and tail with a lively disposition. Of good colour pleasantly marked his furnishing coming in 

nicely. 

2) INGOLD LIVELYOAK OUR MAN JACK (Borton/Harrison)  

Quality blenheim with a pleasing head. Correct earset, sweet expressive eyes, black pigment 

and correct bite. Good to go over with ample neck, positive angulation, level back and correct 

tail set. 

Super outline enhanced by his rich chestnut colouring. Moved out well, straight front and 

firm rear carrying himself cheerfully. 

3) EVERA TRUE ETHAN ALLEN MIRACLE (True) 

Broad headed Blenheim framed by good ears containing large round dark eyes with a warm 

look, well filled face and ideal pigment. Nicely made and positive free moving holding a 

level topline with good rich colour and outgoing in nature. 

4) HUDSONVIEW STANDING OVATION (Glynn/Glynn) 

Smaller Blenheim of nice type. Pretty faced with expressive eyes. Short body and moderate 

neck. Sound moving, attentive and outgoing. Immature in the present company but lots to 

like. 

 

SENIOR PUPPY DOG (1) 

 

1) LYNSFAIRE PAINT IT GOLD (Fairchild) 

Well broken Blenheim with a delightful temperament. Gentle eyes and moderate in head. 

Adequately made and short coupled, he moved ok with a level back tail exuberantly. 



 

GRADUATE PUPPY DOG (6) 

 

1) BRIARCREST BEST DRESSED AT TRUELEGANCE (Cromer/Van Luchene) 

Glamorous Blenheim with a lovely head containing large round dark eyes. Broad skull, 

ample feathered well-set ears, muzzle nicely filled giving the desired softness. Moderate neck  

flows into pleasing shoulders, a level back and decent rear angles. Well broken chestnut 

markings  

presented in good coat he moved with style holding a good outline. 

2) GRANASIL STRUDEL OF SUMARA (Gentil)  

Typey and nice sized Black & Tan having a charming look with his big round eyes, good 

ears,  

pigment and teeth. Correct muzzle and filling under the eyes. Nicely made and pleasant  

outline with his ample neck and firm short back. Movement was good but would prefer more 

drive 

from behind. 

3) FOXWYN IN IT TO WIN IT AT NOONVALE (Bertron/Baker Fox) 

Ruby youngster close up to 2nd being similar in type having an appealing head with gentle 

eyes  

and ideal muzzle. Good make and shape throughout he moved with a level topline, head held  

well and happily carried tail. Coat of nice colour and texture. 

4) ORCHARDHILL AUSPICIOUS AT TUDORR (Mixon/Mixon/Venier/Venier) 

Smart well marked Blenheim in fine condition. Pleasantly headed, dark eyes, good ears and 

kind outlook. Well made throughout. Firm and confident on the move with ideal head 

carriage and tail. 

Standing his topline let him down at the end which cost him a higher placement but sure he’ll 

sort himself on another day. 

 

NOVICE DOG (3) 

 

1) NIGHTINGALE REVOLUTION (Cameron) 

Super headed Blenheim with expressive and gentle large round dark eyes. Widthy head and 

muzzle with ears placed correctly and black pigment. Good for neck, shoulders and rear 

angulation. A short  

back kept level covered in a rich chestnut blanket. Positive movement would have liked his 

tail  

carried higher to complete an ideal picture. 

2) RIVERVIEW COOL SHADE OF RED (Barrois)  

Well constructed Ruby of a likeable type having an attractive head, Large warm eyes and 

long 

ear fringes. Great make and shape with substance and moderate bone. Movement is sound 

and true  

but lacked animation  

 

BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG (2) 

 

1)  CH. CHADWICK PURSUIT OF PERFECTION JW (Eckersley)  

Impressive Blenheim who has so many attributes. A broad masculine head, excellent pigment 

and  



correct bite, softness in face and expressive big dark eyes framed by ideally positioned 

thickly 

feathered ears. Impressively constructed with a moderate neck, good lay of shoulders, angled  

rear and ample substance built on good bone he gives an imposing outline. Carried himself 

with positive and precise cheerful movement coated in a heavier marked jacket.  Pleased to 

award him RESERVE WINNERS DOG 

2) CH. NIGHTINGALE WIPEOUT JW (Mulligan) 

Close up to 1 with his pretty and typey but masculine head and lovely large round dark eyes 

this Blenheim 

is ideally made and as such moved true in all directions keeping his attractive outline and 

perfect  

topline. Rich colour and attractively marked in fine condition. A worthy dog just not as 

mature  

as 1. 

 

JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED DOG (5) 

 

1) BROOKHAVEN CATCHING FIRE JW (Ayers/Martz)  

Tip-Top Ruby having a broad head and plush face, lovely large round dark eyes, black 

pigment and  

Correctly set ears. Adequate neck and pleasing angled front and rear quarters. A short level 

back  

good body and bone. A neat overall package he moves out with a tight front and good rear, 

head 

proud and level topline. Kindly nature and decent coat complete the picture  

BEST RUBY IN SHOW 
2) BLACKFIRE ALL NIGHT LONG (Weidig/Kennedy/McLaughlin/Kennedy) 

Striking Blenheim with a well marked rich chestnut and pearly white coating. Warm big 

round  

eyes, black pigment and ideal muzzle. Super outline with ample neck and well-made body he 

moved positively and proudly displaying a marvellous disposition. 

3) FALLING SPRINGS JUST YOU WAIT AT CROWNROSE 

(Rosenberg/Rosenberg)  

Charming headed Blenheim with large round dark eyes, almost flat skull and width to 

muzzle. 

A good neck and shoulder placement, short coupled and adequate in colour. Moved  

Steadily with an outgoing temperament. 

4) WOODSONG RIVERDANCE (Frederick) 

Richly coloured Blenheim possessing a masculine head and good ear set and dark round eyes  

giving a pleasant look. Nicely angled all round and correct in movement. Not as balanced as I  

would like being a bit heavy over the shoulders and lacked spirit today. 

 

AMERICAN BRED DOG (5) 

 

1) ORCHARDHILL AUTHENTIC II (Venier/Venier) 

Once judged I thought this Blenheim boy would be hard to beat. For me he was the complete  

package today. A broad skull, soft and gentle large dark round eyes, excellent pigmentation, 

and well filled foreface capped by well feathered ears  

that framed his head. Correct neck length slightly arched flows into a good lay of shoulders, 

well ribbed and short coupled. Exemplary topline 



 and tail set which was kept on the move. Good rear angulation provided an ideal gait in 

profile with reach front and rear coming and going.  

Keeping his balanced outline at all times. Solidly marked coat in excellent order and a kindly 

nature completed the picture.  

BEST IN SHOW, BEST AMERICAN BRED IN SHOW, BEST BRED BY 

EXHIBITOR IN SHOW, BEST BLENHEIM IN SHOW AND WINNERS 

DOG. 
2) ALMEARA FORESTCREEK PATRICK MP (Whitmire/Cline) 

Blenheim of good head type containing large round dark expressive eyes, a soft face, correct  

pigment and teeth. Well bodied and sound moving holding a good topline on a decent 

angulated  

frame.  

3) NIGHTINGALE HEART OF GOLD (Weeks/Weeks) 

Another Blenheim of appealing breed type with charming eyes and face. Appropriately made 

all through and moved well with a sweet personality. 

4) GOLDENSPUR LITTLE KING LOUIE (Burger) 

Well broken Blenheim with a decent head, dark eyes, and nicely angled make. Short backed 

but his tail carried too high. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM DOG (5) 

 

1) ELLEMICH THE HUNTSMAN (Wells/Chapman/Ireland/Shrank) 

Heavily coated and marked in a rich chestnut cover in super condition. Large round dark eyes 

with 

a gentle look set in a broad and full head. A plush face, black pigment and correctly set ears. 

Adequate neck into very good shoulders, short in loin and well-turned stifles. He moves 

accurately with a firm front and strong rear holding his outline and dead level back. 

2) ORCHARDHILL NEWS TO ME (Venier/Venier) 

Splitting hairs between 1 and 2 as this Blenheim equals in quality. Lovely head properties 

with  

his generous round dark eyes, moderate muzzle and suitably placed ears. He gave a good  

outline with well angled front and rear quarters, a level topline and well-marked jacket. 

Movement was precise carrying himself effectively. 

3) NIGHTINGALE LET IT BE (Mulligan)  

Another quality boy from this breeder who possesses ample type with his appealing head and  

Big round dark expressive eyes. Construction is good having good angulation, a short back 

and pleasant look. Richly coloured and outgoing attitude he also moved well. 

4) TORAYLAC CRISTIANO (Bennett/Bennett) 

Flashy marked with ample coat in good order he has a widthy skull almost flat between well 

set  

ears. Kindly big round eyes and muzzle well filled. Short and neat with a moderate neck he is  

sound moving and gives a good shape. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOR DOG (2) 

 

1) FALLING SPRINGS RAMBLIN GAMBLIN MAN JW (Grimm Curley) 

Ideal sized and neat tri having a moderate neck, short body and pleasing angled quarters. 

Moderately headed with an endearing face and eyes. Good on the move with adequate reach, 

a level back and lots of animation. 

2) SARANADE ROMANCE IN THE RAIN AT TYCWN (Knauss) 



Blanket marked boy with lots of coat. Expressive eyes, good ears and pigment. Moved quite 

ok 

with again plenty of animation  

 

SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY DOG (1) 

 

1) BROOKHAVEN RETURN TO MAYBERRY OF AUTUMNHILL (Parente) 

Quality Ruby that’s well put together and as such moves true. He has an attractive head of 

Moderate proportions and large dark round eyes. Good pigment, earset and feathering. 

Outgoing he moves favourably, head up and keeping his smart outline, with a level back  

and tail. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK AND TAN DOG (3) 

 

1) CH. CHEWCREEK BOOGIE WONDERLAND (DePhillip) 

Nice dark round eyes and long ears with a decent head. Good construction with a level  

back and sound mover he carries himself well. 

2) CHARTEROAK CAPTAIN JAKE (Obadowski)  

He has a gentle face with dark round eyes and exuberant temperament. Make is good but 

not as firm on the move as 1. 

3) KALAIS CAPTAIN JACK SPARROW AT JEMANDA (Weinstein)  

Moderate headed with long ear fringes. Ok in build with a short-coupled level back and  

Great temperament. 

 

OPEN DOG (8) 

 

1) FORESTCREEK MAJOR TOM JW (Cline/Cline)  

Gorgeous headed Blenheim with the most lustrous and expressive big eyes. Super ears 

well set on, black pigment and softness in face.  No exaggeration just beautifully proportions. 

Adequate neck flows into a well-made frame. 

Perfect topline, tail set and carriage. A straight silky coat in fine fettle he was a picture going  

round in profile. 

2) CHADWICK HOT PURSUIT AT HUDSONVIEW (Glynn/Glynn) 

Cracking Blenheim youngster with so little to dislike. A lovely broad almost flat head, warm  

and cheerful big round dark eyes and correct bite and pigment. Ideal ear placement and fill  

under the eyes. Make and shape are excellent giving a balanced outline. This is kept on 

the move which is true in front, the rear and profile with a terrific topline and tail 

carriage. Well deserved   BEST PUPPY IN SHOW 

3) LEGACY BLIND JUSTICE (True/Stevens-Lindemaier) 

Appealing tricolor with a masculine yet moderate head and face with soft large dark and  

round eyes. Blackest pigmentation and good dentition. Well made throughout, a  

moderate neck, short back, and level tail. Moved freely and happily. 

 BEST TRICOLOR IN SHOW, BEST TRICOLOR DOG 
4) CH. FOXWYN REVOLUTIONARY JW (Dingman/Baker-Fox) 

Large round dark eyes with a gentle outlook. An ample neck flows into favourable 

construction 

 and as such moved out very well and with ease. Well broken markings and good colour. 

 

SENIOR OPEN DOG (3) 

 



1) CH. ROYALMARK REMINISCENCE (Cameron) 

Loved this little typy Blenheim of 7 years. Broad headed with a masculine yet pretty face 

 containing endearing eyes and expression. Good neck, shoulders and short coupled.  

Lovely size and shape he moved positively with a level back and tail and high head carriage. 

With an engaging temperament a credit to his breeder. 

2) ROSEHILL LEED SINGER CA (Dingman) 

Strikingly marked Blenheim with rich chestnut colouring. Large round dark eyes, good 

pigment with a typical head and expression. Well made quarters and firm bodied. 

 giving a good outline and very sound moving with a strong rear, level back and an  

affable nature. BEST VETERAN IN SHOW 

3) CH BELLA SOGNI DOLCI DE AMOR (Weeks/Weeks) 

Tricolour with a moderate head, black pigment and friendly eyes with a correct  

muzzle.  Nice to go over with pleasing neck and angulation. He moved well 

with a level back. 

 

BITCHES 
 

JUNIOR PUPPY BITCH (15) 

 

1) CHADWICK LIMELIGHT II (Eckersley)  

Neatly shaped Blenheim with a lovely head and pretty face with large dark round eyes  

and good ears. Pigment and teeth both ok. ample neck flows into well angulated  

front and rear with a level back and happily carried tail. Richly coloured and sound moving  

showing eagerness to please. 

2) HARANA HARVEST MOON (Utych) 

Similar to 1 in type and outline she has the softest expression from her large round dark  

Eyes, black pigment and moderate fill in face with a correct muzzle. Plenty of neck, 

 good lay of shoulder and well angled rear. Good reach on moving holding a level 

topline and tail. 

3) KRYSTLE DIAMOND IN THE SKY AT ABOSCOBEL (Norton) 

Pleasantly marked in deep chestnut this Blenheim has lots to like. Widthy and 

feminine head, nice ear fringes and soft dark round eyes. Of good  

construction carried herself confidently with a slightly arched neck and level back. 

4) NIGHTINGALE MAKIN TROUBLE (Mulligan)  

Cute Blenheim with a smart cobby body and well angled quarters. Good for substance  

and bone, nicely marked chestnut colour. Delightful temperament with an alert 

and gentle outlook. Moderate head and muzzle, lovely pigment and bite. 

Just a shame she would not move out for her handler which cost her a higher placement. 

 

SENIOR PUPPY BITCH (4) 

 

1) CHADWICK TRIVIAL PURSUIT (Eckersley/Reed) 

Scrummy blenheim of a lovely size, shape and type. Attractive headed with great ear 

set, pigment and tantalising big round dark eyes. Stylish and accurate in motion with  

a firm front and strong rear, level short back and tail. Good markings Topped off with a 

 vivacious personality I couldn’t resist awarding her RESERVE WINNERS BITCH , 

BEST 

PUPPY BITCH 

2) MYRNAC TINA TURNER TO SHERAH (Crommett/Reid) 



Black and Tan of pretty type. She has a pleasant head with sweet eyes, bright tan and  

correct muzzle framed by good ear fringes. A moderate neck, level back and tail.  

clean angles give an elegant look that’s kept on the move and an exuberant nature  

BEST BLACK AND TAN IN SHOW  
3) FALLING SPRINGS SHINING BRIGHTLY (Grimm Curley) 

A quality Blenheim that showed well close up to 2nd. Good overall construction with  

ample substance and nice head piece containing expressive eyes. She moved well 

holding a good topline and firm quarters.  

4) LYNSFAIRE GOLD DIGGER (Bright/Fairchild)  

Tri girl of good make and shape. Moderate headed and pretty eyes. Well marked  

coat built on finer lines and moved well. 

 

GRADUATE PUPPY BITCH (6) 

 

1) FORESTCREEK VIVIAN JW, MP (Cline/Marshall) 

Adorable Blenheim with a delightful head and expression framed by correctly placed  

ears. Black pigment, good bite, nicely filled foreface and exquisite eyes. Liked her  

neck, shoulders, front and rear angulation, perfectly level back and tail set.  Soft coat in smart 

fashion.  

Sound mover with her head held high. Moving more controlled in the challenge    

I had no hesitation in awarding her   

WINNERS BITCH & RESERVE BEST IN SHOW &  BEST OF OPPOSITE 

SEX TO BEST IN SHOW. 

2) INGOLD NEW YORK MINUTE (Pickett) 

Close up to 1 for type and quality. Lovely big round dark luscious eyes, good ears  

and muzzle and gently filled face. Very good construction, well bodied and richly  

marked coat. Moving true she gave a good account of herself with a great topline and  

nicely carried tail.  

3) MADRYN COUNTRY ROADS (Weeks/Weeks)  

Another Blenheim of obvious quality having a broad head and pleasing ear set. Big  

round eyes with a feminine expression. Also well made with ample neck leading into  

a good topline. On moving she displayed a tidy from and rear. She’s well marked and  

has a pleasant nature. 

4) TANGLEWOOD LYNSFAIRE CHARMING MAIDEN (Fairchild)  

Neat Black and Tan possessing a typical head, good pigment and alert pretty eyes. 

Nicely constructed with good angles and level back. Ideal on the move and very lively 

 

NOVICE BITCH (5) 

 

1) AUTUMNHILL I LOVE TROUBLE (Parente) 

Pleasant markings and a balanced outline this Blenheim has a lot of appeal. A flat skull,  

correct muzzle and soft large round dark eyes with black pigmentation. Lovely neck, 

super angled front and rear quarters she moves so well with ease and confidence. 

Continuously showing with desired head carriage and gently wagging tail that’s  

straight off the back. 

2) KENJOCKETY KISSED BY AN ANGEL (Weber) 

Sound Blenheim who moved parallel front and rear with an outgoing nature. Ideally  

marked and good colour she has a pleasant head and charming large dark and round  

eyes. She has black pigment and a moderate muzzle. Attentive holding a good topline  

3) LYNSFAIRE LOVE OF MY LIFE (Fairchild)  



Prettily marked Tri girl with plenty of white background. A moderate head and kindly  

face containing good pigment and dark round expressive eyes. With a short back and 

good angles she moved well.  

4) CHARTEROAK ROSE ALL DAY (Obadowski) 

Ruby girl having a nice head and sweet expression from her round dark eyes. Nice 

neck and shoulder, short coupled and decent movement  

 

BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH (4) 

 

1) CH. BROOKHAVEN MARY JANE JW (Ayers/Martz) 

Instant appeal from this lovely sized Blenheim as she came in the class with her 

firm and impressive movement holding a perfect topline, good head carriage, 

striding out from well made quarters. Her head is broad with big round dark eyes  

with a cheerful look and having well set ears, great pigment and teeth. 

Pleasing body markings and an enticing temperament she was strongly  

considered in the challenge  

2) FORESTCREEK SWEET SOUL AT HADARA (Cline/Koch) 

This Blenheim girl excels in type. Built on a lighter frame she is well proportioned. 

Prettiest of heads with lovely ears, adorable big round dark eyes and ample cushioning  

in the face. Well made with a short back and good neck. She moved with style and  

showing her obliging attitude.  

3) NIGHTINGALE OVER THE TOP, JW MP (Mulligan)  

Another quality Blenheim of good breed type. Ideal substance and bone, moving  

well with drive. Widthy head and muzzle in proportion containing beautiful large dark  

round eyes, good bite and pigment. 

4) CH. TRUELEGANCE MOONLIGHT RHAPSODY (Cromer/Cromer)  

Feminine and typey Tri completed 4 quality girls. She has a broad head with good  

ear set and fringes. Large round dark eyes giving a gentle look and plenty of fill  

in foreface. Make and shape all good she moved soundly with her head up, level topline and  

delightful personality. 

 

JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED BITCH (7) 

 

1) HUDSONVIEW FIRST KISS (Glynn/Glynn) 

This Blenheim headed another good class. Broad skull, splendid ear placement and 

big round dark eyes with a melting expression. Ample neck and nicely angulated. 

Short coupled and carrying a good topline and tail. Sound moving showing a lively  

temperament. With good markings of rich chestnut, more coat would be  

beneficial.  

2) CHADWICK ROULETTE (Eckersley/Reed)  

Spirited and endearing this Tri is well made with excellent angulation, straight back and  

tail, correct bone and substance. A broad head and muzzle with bright expressive large  

round dark eyes and black pigment. Very sound moving having a wealth of coat that’s 

attractively marked. 

3) BROOKHAVEN SMARTY PANTS (Whitmire/Ayers)  

Another Blenheim brimming with breed type. Head, muzzle and ears all correct and  

appealing with large dark round soft eyes.  Satisfying make and shape everything fits  

neatly together. She moved steadily keeping a level topline. Nicely marked and  

conditioned with a typical temperament. 

4) SHERAH PERFECTLY WICKED (Crommett) 



Deep chestnut coloured Blenheim with an appealing head, large dark eyes with a 

 warm outlook. Lovely made with great angles she strode out with animation  

just a bit longer cast than the first 3 

 

AMERICAN BRED BITCH (4) 

 

1) DIORCHAVON HEARTS ON FIRE (Bialek) 

Upstanding Blenheim with a widthy head and muzzle. Pretty and kindly look from  

her round dark eyes and pigment. Super neck, good lay of shoulders, short coupled  

and decent rear angles she moves covering the ground and particularly nice in  

profile. A vivacious and attentive personality adds to her appeal. 

She was shortlisted in the challenge  

2) BLUEGARDEN FINAL EDITION OF CHARDOMONT (Greak/Comer) 

Blenheim possessing a pleasing head of moderate details with lovely dark round large  

eyes and of a kindly expression. Nicely made with good angles all round and moved  

soundly with a pleasantly marked coat. 

3) CHADWICK LACE COLLAR (Eckersley)  

Smaller framed and typey Blenheim with a sweet face and nice head containing  

pretty eyes and good pigment. Well angulated and short back she moved  

favourably at one with her handler. Sweet girl.  

4) NIGHTINGALE KRYSTLE TEQUILA SUNRISE (Torgersen) 

Attractively covered, outgoing nature and soft eyes this Blenheim never stopped  

 wagging. She moved soundly and spritely on her toes with a proud head. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM BITCH (5) 

 

1) SORELLA BROOKHAVEN TRINITY (Ayers) 

 Broad headed and ample face and muzzle filling she possesses big round dark eyes  

with a soft engaging expression. Very well constructed with good neck, short coupled  

loin and correct angles. Decent bone and body. With her make her movement is 

understandably precise and fluent with a lovely stride.  A typical nature capped  

a gratifying girl. 

2) GRANLAUREL MIDNIGHT RUN (Gregory/Green) 

Lovely sized girl with a neat fairly balanced outline. Flashy lighter marked 

coat and short body. Pleasantly headed with large round dark eyes and black  

pigment. Neck, shoulders and rear all ideal. She moves confidently and accurately with 

pleasing 

 tail carriage.  

3) WATERSEDGE CURTAIN CALL JW, MP (Walzer/Walzer)  

Feminine girl having a pleasing unexaggerated head and face.  Big dark eyes with appeal. 

Heavier marked but a decent white collar. Nicely made and moved well in  

really smart condition. 

4) CHADWICK FLYING ON CLOUD NINE, MP (Greak/Comer/Eckersley)  

Likeable girl with a good make and shape and as such moved well. Pleasant headed, 

Large dark round eyes of softness and correct pigment.  Short backed and good  

quarters with rich colour covering  

 

SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOR BITCH (2) 

 

1) CHADWICK STARBURST OF SUNJAYS (Hellman/Eckersley)  



Glamorous girl with a long straight silky coat and ears. Typey head with good pigment  

and teeth, nicely cushioned face and beautiful eyes. Good angles and short body  

Head held high, level back and a sweet nature moving well.  

Unfortunately showing some lameness on the rear in the challenge for Best Tricolour. 

2) CHADWICK PURPLE PASSION (Greak/Comer/Eckersley)  

Satisfyingly marked with a moderate head and gently tapering muzzle. Pretty and  

expressive eyes and bright tan markings. Well constructed she moved with ease and 

animation  

 

SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY BITCH (2) 

 

1) GRANASIL FLORENTINE OF SUMARA JW, MP (Gentil) 

Elegant outline this girl shows and a rich red colour. Typey head, good ear set and  

Large round dark friendly eyes. Slightly arched neck, good shoulder placement and 

angled back end provided soundness in movement while keeping a decent topline and tail. 

2) CHARTEROAK RUBY IN THE SKYE WITH DIAMONDS (Obadowski)  

Nicely headed and kindly round dark eyes soundly made and moved  

appropriately holding a level back. Sweet nature but carrying too much weight today.  

 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK AND TAN BITCH (1) 

 

1) JEMANDA PRINCES LEIA (Weinstein) 

Friendly girl and responsive to her handler. Gentle eyes set in a correct head and decent 

pigment.  

Moderate neck and positive angled front and rear quarters moving confidently.  

 

OPEN BITCH (3) 

 

1) CH. ORCHARDHILL PRETTY CLOSE (Venier/Venier) 

Classy Blenheim girl whom shows her quality upon first sight as she moves  

effortlessly with reach and in tune with her handler. She has a beautiful head  

not overdone in any way, lovely ear set, soft face and big round dark limpid 

eyes. Of impressive construction she has a moderate neck, level back and  

happily carried tail shown in admirable condition. 

Deservedly short listed in the challenge. 

2) CH. KRYSTLE ITS ALL ABOUT AMY (Torgersen/Torgersen) 

Lovable Blenheim with such character and generous head with correct ear set and 

 pigment. Feminine dark round eyes with a charming expression. 

Her make is pleasing being well angulated all round and she moves well with  

a good stride in profile  

3) CH TUDORR ADA AT KINGDOMRUN, JW (Degen/Degen/Mixon) 

Rich chestnut coloured Blenheim with a short and neat body of good overall type. 

Broad skull, appropriate muzzle, good pigment and large dark round eyes. 

Good for neck and nicely made throughout she moves really well with firm 

Quarters. 

 

SENIOR OPEN BITCH (3) 

 

1) DARANE TRUE COLORS (Kates) 

Black and Tan of a ideal size and type. Nice broad head, pretty faced with dark round  



eyes and good bite. Cobby body with lovely angles, arched neck and level topline all 

kept while moving. Of a sassy nature she never stopped showing. 

2) MARILEE NUTMEG (Junk/Collins) 

Bigger than 1 but a pretty type this Blenheim has dark round large eyes, nice head  

and good ear set.  Adequate construction with lots of coat, she moved well holding  

a firm topline. 

3) KRYSTLE STAR QUALITY (Torgersen/Torgersen) 

Short coupled well marked Blenheim with a standard head, earset and pigmentation. 

Good stride moving and she has big eyes just not as soft in expression.  

 

VETERAN DOG (4) 

 

1) ROSEHILL LEED SINGER, CA, Dingman 

    See 2nd Senior Open Dog  - BEST VETERAN IN SHOW  

2) CAN CH. STELLAR ROMANCING THE STONE AT TYCWN (Knauss/Rose) 

Short backed Tricolour of 10years. Nice eyes, good ears that are well set on and  

outgoing in nature. Sound moving but not as animated as 1. 

 

VETERAN BITCH (4) 

 

1) MADRYN CHAMPAGNE N DIAMONDS (Weeks/Weeks) 

Pretty headpiece with large round dark eyes of a feminine and warm look.  

Nicely constructed having a good lay of shoulder, level back and well turned 

stifles. She moved well just not so firm as the dog for best veteran. 

Lots to like though and good for her 12 year age. 

2) CH. DARANE RED SONJA, JW (Kates) 

12 ½ years of age this ruby has gentle big round eyes and lovely ear set. Decently  

made with a pleasant outline and she moved well. 

3) MARILEE NUTMEG (Junk/Collins)  

Blenheim girl with a well constructed frame and pleasantly headed. Sound mover. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 


